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ABSTRACT
With the advent of virtual spaces, there has been a need to
integrate physical world with virtual spaces. The integration can be achieved by real-time 3D imaging using stereo
cameras followed by fusion of virtual and physical space information. Systems that enable such information fusions
over several geographically distributed locations are called
tele-immersive and should be easily deployed. The optimal
placement of 3D cameras becomes the key to achieving high
quality 3D information about physical spaces. In this paper,
we present an optimization framework for automating the
placement of multiple stereo cameras in an application specific manner. The framework eliminates ad-hoc experimentations and sub-optimal camera placements for end applications by running our simulation code. The camera placement problem is formulated as optimization problem over
continuous physical space with the objective function based
on 3D information error and a set of constraints that generalize application specific requirements. The novelty of our
work lies in developing the theoretical optimization framework under spatially varying resolution requirements and in
demonstrating improved camera placements with our framework in comparison with other placement techniques.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Tele-immersive systems enable fusions of 3D information
from physical and virtual spaces over several geographically
distributed locations. With more advanced hardware, teleimmersive systems have a high potential of being deployed
in many applications. Example applications of such teleimmersive systems involve remote monitoring of physiotherapeutic patients, understanding and annotating dance movements, identification and tracking, remote learning, and so
on. The main requirement for all these applications is to
have high quality 3D information, where quality refers to
high spatial density in 3D space, high accuracy and low uncertainty of 3D information. Camera placement has a significant impact on the quality of 3D information obtained.
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It directly impacts 3D reconstruction error and spatial density (referred to as spatial resolution in 2D cross sections of
3D space). Given limited performance of imaging sensors
in terms of their spatial resolution and the finite number
of 3D camera available for imaging, one has to optimize the
3D camera placement with respect to application dependent
priorities on accuracy and density of 3D information.
In the past, researchers assumed uniform resolution requirements in 3D physical space [6]. However, different applications have different visual requirements and thus there
is a need to accommodate heterogeneous requirements on
spatial resolution. For example, a tele-immersive system
used for physical activities requires the coverage of a larger
area with possibly lower spatial resolution requirements than
for tele-conferencing activities. Even within a single visual
task, there are certain regions in space where detailed (high
resolution) monitoring is needed. In other areas only a low
resolution coarser view of the scene is needed. One such example would be an office environment. In such an environment, a person would perform many actions that would involve his head such as talking to someone on phone, looking
at someone, putting on eye glasses, etc. A finer view of the
facial features would provide detailed information of these
activities. A coarser low resolution view of the scene would
be sufficient to provide the context about the personŠs activities. This motivates the introduction of spatially varying
resolution requirements in our camera placement optimization framework.
In this paper, we address the problem of determining the
placement of 3D stereo cameras in space under spatially
varying resolution requirements. The input parameters include the working volume for the users, camera properties
and the room dimensions. It also consists of spatially varying minimal resolution requirements in different regions of
working space. The output is a determination of the camera positions and orientations in space. The novelty of our
work includes taking into account heterogenous resolution
requirements in space, developing the theoretical optimization framework under spatially varying resolution requirements and in demonstrating improved camera placements
with our framework in comparison with other placement
techniques. The next sections describe related work (Section
2), the application activity model for including the spatially
varying resolution requirements (Section 3), the theoretical
formulation of the optimization framework (Section 4), experimental results (Section 5) and our summary and future
work (Section 6).

2.

RELATED WORK

The problem of camera placement has been studied in
for different applications such as pedestrian and transportation safety, industrial applications, surveillance and humancomputer interaction. To a large degree, the previous works
have modeled the camera placement problem as an optimization problem. However, the problem domain and goals
of previous work are quite different from ours. Overall, previous work can be divided into two categories: single camera
placement and placement of multiple cameras. However, the
previous works focussed on 2D cameras, whereas in our case
we are dealing with 3D stereo cameras. Thus, instead of
focussing on metrics such as occlusion, we mainly focus on
metrics related to 3D reconstruction error.
In single camera systems, work by Cown et al. [3] optimizes the camera locations from which a specified set of
object features can be viewed. Sakane et al. [7] developed
a system that finds possible camera positions using a ‘generate and test’ strategy. This is for the inspection of an
object tessellated by a sphere of a given radius. For camera
placement, the main task constraint considered is edge visibility. The sensor is positioned to minimize the occlusion
of selected feature edges. However, as opposed to these our
work focusses on placement of multiple stereo cameras.
Work in multiple camera placement systems can be further divided into observing a fixed object versus a moving target. For a fixed target, Olague and Mohr [6] have
proposed uncertainty analysis for placing multiple cameras.
They approximated the projective transformation of a camera using Taylor expansion, and used a scalar function of
the covariance matrix as the uncertainty measure. However,
they assumed uniform resolution requirements over the entire working volume and considered limited image resolution
as the only cause of 3D uncertainty. Also, the computational
complexity of this approach only allows solutions involving
only a few cameras.
Some work has been done for observing a moving target.
Cowan et al. [2] have experimented with methods to place
multiple sensors and overcome the occlusion problems associated with 3D objects. Recently, Cerfontaine et al. [1]
have proposed a method to determine the optimal camera
alignment for a tracking system with multiple cameras by
specifying the volume to be tracked and an initial camera
setup. Although these works have introduced the concept of
high priority 3D volumes, most of these camera placements
are for person tracking applications with 2D cameras rather
than 3D stereo cameras and hence are focusing more on occlusion due to field of view than on accuracy and density of
reconstructed 3D information.

3.

ACTIVITY MODEL

In our model, objects are placed in 2-dimensional (2D)
space. We can consider 3D space to be 2D by assuming that
resolution requirements are same along the height component and thus considering only the horizontal plane. In most
of the immersive systems, the focus is on a person as a whole
and not on some specific body part. Thus our assumption
is a valid one. Our model describes how to specify spatially
varying resolution requirements for regions in working space.
The remainder of this section describes two main ideas
underlying the model: (1) resolution zones describe how the
resolution requirements of different regions varies in space,
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and (2) resolution vectors(Ψ) characterize the resolution zones.
In addition, we provide a generalization of the model to account for multiple objects in space that need finer 3D detail.

3.1

Resolution Zones

Figure 1: Resolution rings.

Within a particular visual task in space, resolution in
space depends on the distance to a pivot(P). It is characterized by a position in the 2D space. A pivot can be a location
of a person or any other object in space. This is the region
of space where a finer and detailed view is required and thus
spatial resolution requirements are the highest. Figure 1 illustrates a 2D plane with objects o1 , o2 , o3 , o4 and o5 . The
pivot (o5 ) is signed with a star.
−
→
−
→
By analogy with electric ( E ) and the gravitational ( G )
fields, a pivot generates a ‘resolution field’ determining the
resolution of each object as a function of the distance between the object and the pivot. Thus, pivot generates resolution zones, iso-surfaces, ring shaped areas around the pivot,
such that any objects placed within the same resolution zone
would have the same minimum resolution requirements. For
example, in Figure 1, pivot P is in the center of four resolution zones labeled zi , where 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. Objects o2 and o3
are assigned the same resolution requirement since they are
in z3 .
Each resolution zone maps to a minimum resolution requirement (ri ) and forms a vector of resolution requirements.
This enforces a minimum resolution requirement of ri in
zone zi . The vector R =< r1 , r2 , . . . , rn > is an ordered set
of ri , each specifying the resolution to be enforced within
zone zi . The property ri > ri+1 holds, meaning that zi
enforces higher resolution requirements than zi+1 . Thus,
resolution zones are arranged monotonically and resolution
requirements becomes weaker as the distance to P increases.
In Figure 1, darker resolution zones enforce higher resolution
requirements.
Let λi be the radius of outer circumference of zone zi .
We define zi as follows: (1) if i = 1, then it is a circle of
radius λ1 , (2) if i > 1, then zi refers to the area enclosed

between concentric circles of radius λi and λi−1 forming a
ring. So, if the pivot P is surrounded by n resolution zones,
it is necessary and sufficient to specify λi for all i, where
1 ≤ i < n. The resolution zone zn refers to area beyond
the circumference of radius λn−1 . This is represented by
Λ =< λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λn−1 >. Thus, the spatial resolution vector
is described as Ψ = [R, Λ]. This describes the minimum
resolution required at different regions of space per pivot.
We also provide a generalization of the activity model to
multi-pivot scenarios. The multi-pivot generalization allows
for more than one pivot in the space. Objects are assigned
the maximum resolution requirement with respect to all the
pivots.
In summary, in order to specify the activity model in the
space, user needs to specify the set of pivots Pi . For each
pivot Pi , resolution vector Ψi is described as Ψi = [Ri , Λi ].
From this activity model, minimum resolution requirements
in space are enforced.

4.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF
OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we describe briefly the formulation of objective function as well as multiple constraints. We consider
stereo localization error as the key component of the objective function.

4.1

Objective Function

We study both the down-range and cross-range localization errors to include them into the objective function Localization error in the direction of viewing from a camera is
called down-range error and localization error normal to that
is called cross-range error. The two errors are represented
as ∆R and ∆C respectively.
Kim et al.[5] have derived the relationship of the disparity
error to the stereo 3D localization error. For a figure and
detailed explanation, please refer to [5]. For a general case
when disparities in both left and right cameras, ∆pl and
∆pr , are non-zero, the down-range error was derived as,
2

∆R = −(R cos θ/f B)(∆pl − ∆pr )

(1)

where, B is stereo baseline, f is the focal length, θ is the
angle made with normal to the camera axis and R is the
distance of the feature from the camera. For the cross-range
error, which is perpendicular to the line of sight, it was derived as,
∆C = (R cos2 θ/f )(∆pl + ∆pr )/2

4.2

(2)

Camera Placement Constraints

Identifying optimal camera placement positions might lead
to placement sub-spaces where a large and unknown number
of configurations have a very similar accuracy with a very
different imaging geometry. The optimization framework
should be well constrained to accommodate any specific user
requirements, such as placement limitations or camera visibility. In our work, we incorporate constraints that assume
that the working space is of arbitrary 3D shape represented
by a convex hull. A user just needs to input the vertices of
the working volume that is then quantized into grid points
by the program. Other constraints are included as input
parameters.
We impose the following constraints on camera placements:
spatial resolution constraint, space dimension constraint, field
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of view constraint, cutoff depth and 360◦ visibility constraint.
1. Spatial Resolution Constraint: Tarabanis et al.[9]
analyzed the size of a linear feature in the image plane. They
derived the equation defining the ratio of the size of a linear feature in the image plane (P Rab ) to its actual size (l).
Please refer to [9] for a detailed explanation of the same.
In the case of our activity model, enforcing resolution constraint leads to:
d|[(ra − ro ) × u] × v|
P Rab
=
> Ψreq
(3)
l
((ra − ro ) · v)((rb − ro ) · v)
where, l is the length of the linear feature to be viewed having ra and rb as its end points, u is the unit vector along
the linear feature (from ra to rb ), P Rab is the size of that
feature in the image plane, d is the distance from the back
nodal point of the lens to the image plane, ro is the position vector of the frontal nodal point of the lens 1 , v is the
unit vector along the optical axis in the viewing direction,
and Ψreq is the minimum resolution required as specified by
user. Also, Ψreq is the minimum resolution required at that
location as specified by the user. As explained previously, in
case of multiple-pivots, objects are assigned the maximum
resolution requirement with respect to all the pivots.
2. Space Dimension Constraint:
This constraint
specifies the dimensions of space where the cameras can be
placed. The user specifies minimum and maximum values
of the x, y dimensions. We also assume that the cameras
are placed on the tripods and the camera placement height
is constrained by a minimum and maximum value. So, we
have,
xmin ≤ xi ≤ xmax

(4)

ymin ≤ yi ≤ ymax

(5)

zmin placement ≤ zi ≤ zmax placement

(6)

∀i ∈ Cameras
where, xi , yi , zi are the coordinates of the camera placement
of ith camera.
3. Field of View Constraint: The field of view constraint is concerned with determining viewpoints from which
the features of interest can be seen. If the field of view (FOV)
constraint is violated, then certain features will not be seen
at all. In practice, the FOV is specified in terms of the
angle that the extreme rays make while entering the optical system. There are two FOV angles: horizontal field of
view angle denoted as α and the vertical field of view angle
denoted as β.
Intuitively, this constraint can be decomposed into two
constraints, i.e. the desired point must lie between two
planes for both the sets of planes. Mathematically, this constraint can be formulated as follows
((P −[xi yi zi ]T )·(ai ×bi )).((P −[xi yi zi ]T )·(ci ×di )) < 0 (7)
((P −[xi yi zi ]T )·(ai ×di )).((P −[xi yi zi ]T )·(bi ×ci )) < 0 (8)
where, P is a point that we want to determine whether it
lies inside FOV, [xi yi zi ]T are the coordinates of camera
1
The front and rear nodal points have the property that
a ray aimed at one of them will be refracted by the
lens such that it appears to have come from the other,
and with the same angle with respect to the optical axis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnification

placement, ai , bi , ci , di are the four unit vectors along the
edges of the volume subtended by FOV angles.
4. Cutoff Depth Constraint: This constraint corresponds to the minimum and maximum cutoff depth in stereo
cameras. In the case of stereo cameras, if the object to be
viewed is too near or too far from the camera, then the reconstruction quality is poor. As a result of this, a minimum
and maximum cutoff depth is defined for the stereo cameras and only the features lying within the cutoff depths are
taken into account. Mathematically, this constraint can be
formulated as follows
CLimin ≤ ||([xi yi zi ]T − P ) · vi || ≤ CLimax

(9)

proach helps to obtain globally optimal and locally accurate
results.
The optimization methodology was implemented the algorithm using Matlab2 and C++. We used the Genetic Algorithms and Gradient descent implementations from Matlab and Open CASCADE3 for visualizing the camera placements.

5.

5.1
∀i ∈ Cameras
where, || · || represents norm of the vector, CLimin &CLimax
are the minimum and maximum cutoff depths of the ith
camera, [xi yi zi ]T are the coordinates of its placement, vi is
the unit vector along the optical axis in the viewing direction
of the camera and P is the point in consideration.
5. 360◦ Visibility Constraint: This constraint ensures
360◦ visibility of the entire working volume. We define a
point to be visible from two cameras if the angle between
those cameras is less than 90◦ . Mathematically, this constraint can be formulated as
min(θi,j ) < 90◦

∀i, j ∈ Cameras, j 6= i

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate our optimization framework, we performed three experiments with the following room setup.

Room Setup

We considered a room with dimensions 400 × 250cm. The
activity zone is a rectangle places in the center of the room
having dimensions 200 × 100cm. There are two pivots P1
and P2 in the activity zone which are located 50cm from
each side of the activity zone. The geometry of the room for
camera placement is shown in Figure 2.

(10)

where, θi,j is the angle subtended between camera i and
camera j for a point.

4.3

Methodology

Upon combining the objective functions and the camera
placement constraints including the activity model, the optimization problem can be written as follows
XX
minimize:
(∆Rij )2 + (∆Cij )2
i

j

∀i ∈ Cameras, ∀j ∈ Grid points
Subjected to:
1. Resolution Constraint

(11)

Figure 2: Room geometry for testing camera placement algorithm.

2. Camera Placement Constraint
3. Field of View Constraint
4. Cutoff Depth Constraint

5.2

5. 360◦ Visibility Constraint

In first experiment, we compared our optimization camera placement framework under spatially varying resolution
requirements (denoted as heterogenous camera placement)
with two other placement schemes: placement under spatially homogeneous resolution requirements denoted as homogenous camera placement and baseline. In the baseline
placement, the cameras are placed as far as possible in the
room, touching the wall, while ensuring that the camera
placement constraints are followed. This should provide the
lower limit of resolution for a given set of room conditions.
In homogenous camera placement algorithm, there are no
pivots and no minimum resolution requirements. It tries to
maximize the resolution over the entire region and simultaneously minimize 3D reconstruction error. The optimization
problem for homogenous camera placement is formulated as

where, ∆Rij denotes down-range error and ∆Cij denotes
cross-range error of ith camera at jth grid point. The optimization is performed over all grid points of the working
space.
In order to solve the optimization problem, we used Genetic Algorithms [4] to develop an initial solution to the
optimization problem. Genetic algorithms are global search
techniques and thus are suitable for obtaining initial solutions. In order to further refine the initial solution, we used
the Gradient Descent Algorithm [8]. Gradient descent is a
local optimization algorithm. To find a local minimum of a
function using gradient descent, one takes steps proportional
to the negative of the gradient (or the approximate gradient) of the function at the current search point. We used the
initial solution obtained from genetic algorithm as a starting
point for gradient descent. This two-step optimization ap-
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2
3

Description of Experiments

http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/
http://www.opencascade.org/
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Figure 3: Comparison of heterogenous placement with other placements.
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Figure 4: Variation of resolution.
follows
minimize:
γ XX
γ+δ

i

((∆Rij )2 + (∆Cij )2 ) −

j

δ XX
(P Rij )
γ+δ i j

∀i ∈ Cameras, ∀j ∈ Grid points
Subjected to:
1. Camera Placement Constraint
2. Field of View Constraint
3. Cutoff Depth Constraint
4. 360◦ Visibility Constraint
(12)
where, ∆Rij denotes down-range error and ∆Cij denotes
cross-range error of ith camera at jth grid point and P Rij
represents pixel resolution from Equation 3. The negative
sign in front of expression for pixel resolution denotes that
it needs to be maximized instead of being minimized.
In the second experiment, we evaluated the variation of
spatial resolution in space in the case of heterogenous camera
placement. For these purposes, we take a horizontal and
vertical line passing through a pivot point. These two lines
are depicted in Figure 2 as two dotted lines. Finally, in the
third experiment, we investigated the effects of varying radii
and minimum resolution requirements defining the activity
model (1) on total average resolution in space and (2) on
average 3D reconstruction error.

5.3

Comparative Simulation Results

Figure 3 shows the results of comparison of heterogenous,
homogenous and baseline placements. In terms of variation
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of average resolution and 3D reconstruction error over entire
region, we can see that both heterogenous and homogenous
placements perform much better then baseline. They provide around 150% higher resolution and around 125% lower
3D reconstruction error than baseline. This quantifies the
advantages of optimal camera placement over stereo camera
placement without any optimization although it does not
quantify the time savings in comparison with ad-hoc camera placements. Upon comparing the three placements for
average resolution at pivot points, we can see that heterogenous placement outperforms both homogenous and baseline
placement. It provides around 50% higher resolution than
the homogenous placement and around 200% higher resolution than the baseline placement. Another interesting fact
to notice from the figure is that the average resolution provided by heterogenous placement at pivot points increases
at a much higher rate than other placements.
The effects of variation of resolution along the horizontal
and vertical axis are shown in Figure 4. We can see that in
both cases, the effective resolution provided by the system is
greater than the minimum specified by the user as an input.
Figure 4 (left) shows that the two peaks of resolution along
the x-axis are located at the two pivot points at 50cm and
150cm which is in accordance with the input specified by
the user. Similarly, Figure 4 (right) illustrates that there is
one peak that is located at 50cm at the pivot point along
the y-axis.
Finally, Figure 5 shows the effects of varying the radii for
a fixed value of minimum resolution requirement and varying the minimum resolution requirement for a fixed radius.
We can see that as the radius of resolution zone is increased,
the average resolution over entire region increases and the
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Figure 5: Effects of varying radius and minimum resolution requirement.
average 3D reconstruction error also increases. The rate of
increase in average resolution is much greater for smaller
values of radii than for higher values of radii. Thus, for the
purpose of placement, the best value for the radius of the
resolution zone is 25cm after which the average resolution
nearly flattens. Upon inspecting the effect of varying the
resolution requirements in the resolution zone, we can see
that the average resolution over the entire region shows the
same trend as shown while varying the radius. It increases
steeply for lower values of requirements and then flattens
out for higher values. However, the slope average 3D reconstruction error over entire region increases for higher values
of resolution requirements.

6.

[3]

[4]

[5]

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have described an optimization framework for 3D stereo camera placement in 3D space under
spatially varying resolution requirements. User can specify multiple resolution requirements for different regions of
space in an application specific manner. The experimental
results demonstrated that the heterogenous camera placement outperforms homogenous and baseline placements. In
the future, we would like to perform much more extensive
analyses of the optimization framework for different room dimensions, placement schemes and physical conditions. We
would also like to incorporate the fact that pivots and 3D
cameras might be dynamic.
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